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Abstract
In this paper, we classify all maximal peak-pit Condorcet domains of maximal
width for n ≤ 5 alternatives. To achieve this, we bring together ideas from several
branches of combinatorics. The main tool used in the classification is the ideal of a
domain. In contrast to the size of maximal peak-pit Condorcet domains of maximal
width themselves, the size of their associated ideal is constant.
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Introduction

Condorcet domains are sets of linear orders such that the pairwise majority relation is
acyclic whenever all individuals have preferences taken from the given set; they are therefore sometimes also referred to as acyclic sets of linear orders [Fishburn, 1996] Condorcet
domains play an important role in applications because they allow both for Arrovian
aggregation [Aleskerov, 1999] and for non-manipulable social choice [Puppe and Slinko,
2019]; well-known examples are the single-peaked and the single-crossing domains.
A major research question in the literature has been the problem of describing ‘large’
Condorcet domains. It is well-known that on a set of n alternatives there always exist
Condorcet domains of cardinality 2n−1 , indeed this cardinality is achieved by the domain
of all preferences that are single-peaked with respect to a given linear ordering of the
underlying set of alternatives; however, it is also known that, except for the case n ≤ 3,
this is not the largest cardinality of a Condorcet domain, see Monjardet [2009]. In the
search for large Condorcet domains, the class of so-called ‘peak-pit’ Condorcet domains
of maximal width have been a main object of investigation, and in fact members of this
class have been shown to constitute the Condorcet domains of maximal cardinality for
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n ≤ 6.1 . Peak-pit domains are also distinguished by a number of deep connections to
other combinatorial concepts such as reduced decompositions of permutations, rhombus
tilings and arrangements of pseudolines [Galambos and Reiner, 2008, Danilov et al., 2012].
The concept of the ideal of a domain of linear orders was introduced in Danilov et al.
[2012] as a generalization of the spectrum of a rhombus tiling and the family of chamber
sets of an arrangement of pseudolines. It was used as a key technical tool in proving
that the class of maximal peak-pit domains of maximal width coincides with the class
of rhombus tiling domains. Specifically, Danilov et al. [2012] established that the ideal
of a peak-pit domain is a separated system of subsets;2 this allowed them to use (i) the
result of Leclerc and Zelevinsky [1998] who proved that maximal separated systems of
sets are exactly the set of labels of chambers of arrangements of pseudolines, and (ii) the
correspondence between rhombus tilings and arrangements of pseudolines established in
Elnitsky [1997].
In this paper, we show how the method of ideals can be principally applied to the
classification of all maximal peak-pit domains of maximal width, and we carry the steps
out for alternative sets with n ≤ 5 alternatives. Up to isomorphism and flip-isomorphism,
there are 18 maximal Condorcet domains on a set of four alternatives, and 688 maximal Condorcet domains on a set of five alternatives [Dittrich, 2018]. For n = 4, only
three of the 18 maximal Condorcet domains are peak-pit domains of maximal width: a
single-crossing domain, the single-peaked domain, and the domain obtained by Fishburn’s
alternating scheme; these domains have cardinalities 7, 8 and 9, respectively. For n = 5,
we show that among the 688 maximal Condorcet domains there are exactly 18 peak-pit
domain of maximal width and we list them explicitly; the possible cardinalities of these
domains are 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19 and 20.
A number of important properties of peak-pit domains of maximal width follow directly
or indirectly from their connections to the aforementioned combinatorial concepts. One
of the most important is that every maximal peak-pit domain of maximal width is semiconnected, that is, the two completely reversed orders can be connected by a shortest path
in the permutahedron, see Danilov et al. [2012], Puppe and Slinko [2019]. We strengthen
this result by showing that any two linear orders of a maximal peak-pit Condorcet domain
of maximal width are in fact connected by a geodesic path in the permutahedron. We
also show that the cardinality of the ideal
 of every maximal peak-pit domain of maximal
width on n alternatives is exactly n+1
+ 1. This is all the more remarkable since the
2
cardinality of maximal peak-pit domains itself can vary significantly.
1

Not much is known about the structure of Condorcet domains of maximal cardinality for n > 6;
however, the peak-pit Condorcet domains of maximal width do not always achieve the maximal cardinality
[Fishburn, 1996]
2
In Leclerc and Zelevinsky [1998] such systems are called ‘strongly’ separated.
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Condorcet domains and their combinatorial representations

2.1

Basics of Condorcet domains

Let A be a finite set and L(A) be the set of all (strict) linear orders on A. Any subset
D ⊆ L(A) will be called a domain. Any sequence P = (v1 , . . . , vn ) of linear orders from
D will be called a profile over D. If a1 > a2 > · · · > an is a linear order on A, it will be
denoted by a string a1 a2 . . . an . Let us also introduce notation for reversing orders, i.e., if
v = a1 a2 . . . an , then v̄ = an an−1 . . . a1 . We will also write a >v b if a is rated higher than
b in the linear order v.
Definition 1. The majority relation P of any profile P = (1 , . . . , n ) is defined as
a P b ⇐⇒ |{i | a i b}| ≥ |{i | b i a}|.
For an odd number of linear orders in the profile P this relation is a tournament, i.e.,
complete and asymmetric binary relation. In this case we denote it P .
Now we can define the main object of this investigation.
Definition 2. A domain D ⊆ L(A) over a set of alternatives A is a Condorcet domain
if the majority relation of any profile P over D is transitive. A Condorcet domain D is
maximal if for any Condorcet domain D0 ⊆ L(A) the inclusion D ⊆ D0 implies D = D0 .
Let ψ : A → A0 be a bijection between two sets of alternatives. It can be extended to
a mapping ψ : L(A) → L(A0 ) in two ways: by mapping linear order u = a1 a2 . . . am onto
ψ(u) = ψ(a1 )ψ(a2 ) . . . ψ(am )3 or to ψ(u) = ψ(am )ψ(am−1 ) . . . ψ(a1 ).
Definition 3. Let A and A0 be two sets of alternatives (not necessarily distinct) of equal
cardinality m. We say that two domains, D ⊆ L(A) and D0 ⊆ L(A0 ) are isomorphic if
there is a bijection ψ : A → A0 such that D0 = {ψ(d) | d ∈ D} and flip-isomorphic if
D0 = {ψ(d) | d ∈ D}.
In the particular case, when D̄ = {ū | u ∈ D}, we call the domain D̄ as flipped D.
Up to an isomorphism, there is only one maximal Condorcet domain on the set {a, b},
namely CD2 = {ab, ba} and there are are only three maximal Condorcet domains on the
set of alternatives {a, b, c}, namely,
CD3,t = {abc, acb, cab, cba}, CD3,m = {abc, bca, acb, cba}, CD3,b = {abc, bac, bca, cba}.
No two of them are isomorphic but CD3,t and CD3,b are flip-isomorphic under the identity
mapping of {a, b, c} onto itself. The first domain contains all the linear orders on {a, b, c}
where b is never ranked first, second contains all the linear orders on {a, b, c} where a is
never ranked second and the third contains all the linear orders on {a, b, c} where b is
3

We use the same notation for both mappings since there can be no confusion.
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never ranked last. Following Monjardet [2009], we denote these conditions as bN{a,b,c} 1,
aN{a,b,c} 2 and bN{a,b,c} 3, respectively. We note that these are the only conditions of type
xN{a,b,c} i with x ∈ {a, b, c} and i ∈ {1, 2, 3} that these domains satisfy.
In general, given any set of alternatives A, we say that
N = {xN{a,b,c} i | {a, b, c} ⊆ A, x ∈ {a, b, c} and i ∈ {1, 2, 3}}

(1)

is a complete set of never conditions if it contains at least one never condition for every triple {a, b, c} of distinct elements of A. If the set of linear orders that satisfy N is
non-empty, we say that N is consistent.4 There are a number of alternative characterizations of Condorcet domains [Monjardet, 2009, Puppe and Slinko, 2019]; the following is
particularly useful for our purposes.
Proposition 1. A domain of linear orders D ⊆ L(A) is a Condorcet domain if and only
if it is non-empty and satisfies a complete set of never conditions.
Proof. This is a well-known characterization which goes back to Sen [1966]. See also
Theorem 1(d) in Puppe and Slinko [2019] and references therein.
This proposition in particular means that the collection D(N ) of all linear orders that
satisfy a certain complete set of never conditions N , if non-empty, is a Condorcet domain.
Let us also denote by N (D) the set of all never conditions that are satisfied by all linear
orders from D.
Definition 4. A Condorcet domain D is said to have maximal width if together with
some linear order u it also contains ū.
Up to an isomorphism, for any Condorcet domain of maximal width we may assume
that it contains orders e = 12 . . . n and ē = n . . . 21.5 The property of maximal width
plays an important and role in the analysis of Condorcet domains and simplifies matters
sometimes considerably. This is also reflected by the fact that a maximal Condorcet
domain can be naturally endowed with the structure of a distributive lattice if and only
if it has maximal width, see Corollary 3.2 in Puppe and Slinko [2019] and the references
there.
A domain that, for any triple {a, b, c} ⊆ A, satisfies a condition xN{a,b,c} 1 with x ∈
{a, b, c} is called never-top domain, a domain that for any triple {a, b, c} ⊆ A satisfies a
condition xN{a,b,c} 2 with x ∈ {a, b, c} is called never-middle domain, and a domain that
for any triple {a, b, c} ⊆ A satisfies a condition xN{a,b,c} 3 with x ∈ {a, b, c} is called neverbottom domain. A domain that for any triple satisfies either never-top or never-bottom
condition is called peak-pit domain [Danilov et al., 2012]. Both never-top and neverbottom conditions will be called peak-pit conditions. All peak-pit domains with maximal
width can be embedded into the so-called ‘tiling’ domains, see Theorem 2 of Danilov et al.
[2012]. The never-bottom domains are also known as Arrow’s single-peaked domains;
4

It is easy to construct inconsistent sets of never conditions; for example, requiring that no alternative
is ever listed last in a given triple is evidently inconsistent.
5
Danilov and Koshevoy [2013] call such domains ‘normal.’
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they have been characterized by Slinko [2019]. The Arrow single-peaked domains with
maximal width correspond to the standard (‘Black’s’) single-peaked domains and have
been characterized by Puppe [2018].
The universal domain L(A) is naturally endowed with the following betweenness structure [Kemeny, 1959]. An order v is between orders u and w if v ⊇ u∩w, i.e. if v agrees with
all binary comparisons in which u and w agree (see also Kemeny and Snell [1960]).The
set of all orders that are between u and w is called the interval spanned by u and w and
is denoted by [u, w]. The domain L(A) endowed with this betweenness relation is referred
to as the permutahedron [Monjardet, 2009].
Given a domain of preferences D, for any u, w ∈ D we define the induced interval as
[u, w]D = [u, w] ∩ D. Puppe and Slinko [2019] defined a graph GD associated with D as
follows. The set of linear orders from D is the set of vertices VD of GD , and for two orders
u, w ∈ D we draw an edge between them if there is no other vertex between them, i.e.,
if [u, w]D = {u, w} (i.e., if u and w are ‘neighbors’ in D). The set of edges is denoted
ED so the graph is GD = (VD , ED ). As established in Puppe and Slinko [2019], for every
Condorcet domain D the graph GD is a median graph [Mulder, 1978] and any median
graph can be obtained in this way.
Besides the single-crossing and the single-peaked domains, the best-known peak-pit
domains are Fishburn’s domains obtained by the so-called alternating scheme.
Definition 5. A complete set of never-conditions (1) is said to satisfy the alternating
scheme, if for all 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n either
(i) jN{i,j,k} 1, if j is even, and jN{i,j,k} 3, if j is odd, or
(ii) jN{i,j,k} 3, if j is even, and jN{i,j,k} 1, if j is odd.
Following Galambos and Reiner [2008] we denote these domains as Fn and Fn . The second domain is flip-isomorphic to the first. In particular, F2 = {12, 21}, F3 = {123, 132, 312, 321}
and
F4 = {1234, 1324, 3124, 1342, 3142, 3412, 4312, 3421, 4321}.
The latter has the following median graph associated with it:

•
1234

3124
•

3142
•

3412
•

4312
•

•
1324

•
1342

•
3421

•
4321

Figure 1: Graph of Fishburn’s domain F4 on four alternatives
Note that F4 has cardinality 9 and is in fact the (uniquely) largest Condorcet domain
on a set of four alternatives.
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Definition 6 (Danilov et al. [2012]). A domain D of maximal width is called semiconnected if the two completely reversed orders e and ē can be connected by a shortest
path (geodesic path) in the permutahedron whose all vertices belong to D.
Danilov et al. [2012] proved that a maximal Condorcet domain is semi-connected if
and only if it is a peak-pit domain with maximal width. To achieve this they established
a one-to-one correspondence between maximal peak-pit domains of maximal width and
rhombus tilings. Danilov et al. [2012] also showed that peak-pit domains with maximal
width are in fact connected in the following stronger sense. (There are different notions
of connectedness in the literature.)
Definition 7. We call a domain D of linear orders connected if it is a connected subgraph
of the permutahedron.
Below, we will prove that peak-pit domains with maximal width indeed satisfy the
following even stronger notion of connectedness, see Puppe [2016].
Definition 8. We call a domain D of linear orders directly connected if any two orders
of this domain can be connected by a shortest path in the permutahedron whose all vertices
are in D.
Clearly, any directly connected Condorcet domain is connected and semi-connected
(if of maximal width). For example, the domains CD3,t and CD3,b above are directly
connected, but CD3,m is not even connected or semi-connected.
Our final definition concerns the number different restrictions that a Condorcet domain
induces on triples, see Slinko [2019].
Definition 9. A Condorcet domain D is called copious if for any triple of alternatives
{a, b, c} ⊆ A the restriction D{a,b,c} of this domain to the triple has four distinct orders,
that is, |D{a,b,c} | = 4.
We note that, if a Condorcet domain is copious, then it satisfies a unique complete set
of never conditions of the form (1).
In a semi-connected domain the order 12 . . . n can be transformed into n . . . 21 by a
sequence of swaps of neighboring alternatives. If i < j < k, then there are two ways of
converting ijk into kji, namely,
ijk → jik → jki → kji and ijk → ikj → kij → kji.
In the second case the triple [i, j, k] is called an inversion. The inversion triples characterize maximal semi-connected Condorcet domains uniquely [Galambos and Reiner, 2008]
and provide a convenient description of these domains.

2.2

Arrangements of pseudolines and separated collections of
subsets

In this section we will describe a geometric representation of reduced decompositions
by pseudoline arrangements on the plane. This representation has by now become folklore in low dimensional topology, the study of the Yang-Baxter equation, and geometric
6

combinatorics [Humphreys, 1994]. Galambos and Reiner [2008] related these concepts to
Condorcet domains.
The most intuitive way to think about an arrangements of pseudolines is geometrically.
On two vertical parallel lines of the same length in R2 , we mark a set of n equidistant
points. The points on the left line are labeled 1, . . . , n in downward order and on the
right line the points are marked also 1 . . . , n but in upward order. The two points with
the same label i — one on the left and one on the right — are joined by a continuous
curve which is called pseudoline i so that any two pseudolines intersect at most at one
point, called a vertex. The arrangement is simple if there is no vertex where three or more
pseudolines meet.
An arrangement of pseudolines consisting of piecewise linear ‘wires’ is called a wiring
diagram. The wires (pseudolines) are horizontal except for small neighborhoods of their
crossings with other wires; see Figure 2 for an example. There is no loss of generality in
assuming that our pseudolines are wires. The arrangements we consider are all simple,
and often called simple numbered arrangements of pseudolines, see [Björner et al., 1999,
Sect. 6.4].

Figure 2: Example of a wiring diagram. As we will see later it is intimately related to
Fishburn’s domain F4 .
The vertices in a wiring diagram are situated on n − 1 levels, we count these levels
in downward order. We remind the reader that an adjacent transposition of Sn is si =
(i, i + 1), where 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1, and that all n − 1 adjacent transpositions generate the
whole permutation group Sn . The adjacent transpositions satisfy the so-called short braid
relation:
si sj = sj si for all |i − j| > 1;
(2)
Permutations from Sn act on linear orders from L([n]), where we denote [n] :=
{1, . . . , n}. If v is a linear order then vsi interchanges the alternatives in positions i
and i + 1 in v. That is, if v = v1 . . . vn , then vsi = v1 . . . vi+1 vi . . . vn .
We say that (i1 , . . . , ip ) is a reduced decomposition of w ∈ Sn , if
w = si1 . . . sip ,
7

where p is minimal, in which case
p = `(w) = #{(i, j) | i < j, and wi > wj },
i.e., p is the number of inversions inv(w) or length `(w) of w. In this case w can be
obtained from e = 12 . . . n by making swaps of adjacent alternatives si1 . . . sip . We will be
especially interested in the reduced decompositions of ē = n . . . 21.
Definition 10 (Galambos and Reiner [2008]). Two reduced decompositions of ē ∈ Sn are
equivalent if they can be transformed one into the other using only the short braid relation.
Transpositions of alternatives in positions i and i + 1 correspond to a vertex at level
n − i in the arrangement of pseudolines. For example, in the arrangement on Figure 2 we
have ē = (1, 4)(2, 3) which has four equivalent reduced decompositions:
ē = s2 s1 s3 s2 s1 s3 = s2 s1 s3 s2 s3 s1 = s2 s3 s1 s2 s1 s3 = s2 s3 s1 s2 s3 s1 .
Each action of a transposition corresponds to a particular vertex in Figure 2; for instance,
the last occurrence of transposition s1 corresponds to the right-most vertex on the top;
similarly, the last occurrence of transposition s3 corresponds to the right-most vertex at
the bottom, and so on. In this manner, arrangements of pseudolines turn out to be a
convenient and simple representation of equivalence classes of reduced decompositions
[Grunbaum, 1972]. For a given n, we denote the set of all possible arrangements of
pseudolines by An .
The complement of the pseudolines in an arrangement is split into chambers which are
the connected parts of this complement. They are labeled as follows. For any chamber
C and any pseudoline k we can say if this chamber is above or below the line k. The
label of the chamber is the set of numbers of the pseudolines that go above this chamber
(see Figure 2 for an illustration). Given an arrangement of pseudolines a ∈ An the set
of the corresponding labels of chambers — abbreviated further as chamber set — will be
denoted as C(a). This set is naturally ‘graded’ in the sense that
C(a) =

n
[

Ci (a),

i=0

where Ci (a) is the family of chamber sets of cardinality i.
For example, for the arrangement of pseudolines on Figure 2 the set of chamber sets
consists of
∅, {1}, {3}, {4}, {1, 2}, {1, 3}, {3, 4}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4}.

Definition 11. Two sets X, Y ⊆ [n] are said to be separated if there does not exist a
triple {a, b, c} ⊆ [n] such that a < b < c and
(i) X ∩ {a, b, c} = {b};
8

(ii) Y ∩ {a, b, c} = {a, c}.
A system of subsets S ⊆ 2[n] is called separated if any two sets in S are separated.
For example, the sets {1, 3, 4} and {1, 4, 5} are separated but {1, 3, 4} and {2, 4, 5} are
not. This definition (more convenient to us) is equivalent to the more standard definition
of separability introduced in Leclerc and Zelevinsky [1998] (see their Lemma 3.7 for the
equivalence).
It is easy to see that for any arrangement a of pseudolines the chamber set C(a) is
separated. Moreover, the following theorem holds.
Theorem 1 (Leclerc and Zelevinsky [1998]). The mapping a →
7
C(a) is a bijection
between the set of arrangements of pseudolines from An and the sets of all maximal (by
inclusion) separated collections of subsets of [n].
Maximal separated collections of subsets of [n] always contain some particular subsets
as observed by the following result.
Proposition 2. Any maximal collection of separated subsets S ⊆ 2[n] contains all of the
following subsets
∅, {1}, {1, 2}, . . . , {1, 2, . . . , n}, {2, . . . , n}, . . . , {n − 1, n}, {n}.

(3)

Proof. Let X = {1, 2, . . . , k}, Y be any subset of [n], and {a, b, c} ⊆ [n] such that a <
b < c. Then X ∩ {a, b, c} cannot be {b} or {a, c}, hence X and Y are separated no matter
what Y is. Since S was assumed to be maximal, X is already in S. The argument for
sets of the form X = {k, k + 1, . . . , n} is similar.
Galambos and Reiner [2008] showed that maximal semi-connected Condorcet domains
of maximal width can be obtained by collecting all permutations visited by an equivalence
class of maximal reduced decompositions of ē. They also showed how the Condorcet
domain can be reconstructed from the arrangement of pseudolines corresponding to the
equivalence class of reduced decompositions. The key to this is the notion of an ideal to
which we turn now.

2.3

Separated ideals and peak-pit domains

Let A = {a1 , . . .S, an }. be a finite set with |A| = n. Every subset I ⊆ 2A is graded in the
sense that I = nk=0 Ik , where Ik = {J ∈ I | |J| = k}. A graded set I ⊆ 2A is called an
ideal in A if:
(I0) I0 = ∅;
(I1) For all k = 0, 1, . . . , n−1, if X ∈ Ik , then there exist a ∈ A such that X ∪{a} ∈ Ik+1 ;
(I2) For all k = 1, 2, . . . , n, if X ∈ Ik , then there exist a ∈ X such that X \ {a} ∈ Ik−1 .
The role of ideals is revealed in the following proposition.
9

Proposition 3. For any arrangement of pseudolines a the collection of chamber sets C(a)
is an ideal.
Proof. For any chamber C which is not ∅ or [n] there are two pseudolines, one below
and one above, say i and j, respectively, that form parts of the border of C. Hence both
C \ {i} and C ∪ {j} belong to C(a).
From Theorem 1 and Proposition 3 we also have the following important corollary.
Proposition 4. Any maximal separated collection of subsets in [n] is an ideal.
Let us now explain how domain and ideals are related.
Definition 12. We call a sequence F = (F0 , F1 , . . . , Fn ) of subsets of A a flag if for some
permutation σ ∈ Sn we have Fk = {aσ(1) , . . . , aσ(k) }. The linear order aσ(1) aσ(2) . . . aσ(n) is
said to correspond to the flag F .
S
We say that a flag F = (F0 , F1 , . . . , Fn ) belongs to an ideal I = ni=0 Ii iff Fk ∈ Ik for
all k = 0, 1, . . . , n. We write F ∈ I to denote this.
Proposition 5. Any ideal I is the union of its flags, i.e., Ik = {Fk | F ∈ I}.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that any X ∈ Ik is the k-th component of a flag belonging
to I. This follows from conditions (I1) and (I2).
Let us show that every domain of linear orders determines an ideal and vice versa.
Let u = x1 x2 . . . xn ∈ L(A) be a linear order on n = |A| alternatives. By uk = x1 . . . xk
we will denote the initial segment of u of length k. We set Idk (u) = {x1 , . . . , xk }.
Definition 13. Let D be any domain. By the ideal of this domain we mean the set of
subsets of A
n
[
Id(D) :=
Idk (D),
k=0

where Idk (D) = {Idk (u) | u ∈ D}.
Indeed, it is easy to see that Id(D) is an ideal for any domain D. The converse
construction is also possible.
Definition 14. For any ideal I ⊆ 2A , we denote by Dom(I) the corresponding domain
consisting of all linear orders that correspond to the flags contained in I.
The following lemma provides a missing link in our jigsaw puzzle.
Lemma 1.
(a) If D ⊆ L(A) is a peak-pit domain of maximal width, then its ideal Id(D) is a
separated ideal.
10

(b) Conversely, if S is a separated ideal, then the domain Dom(S) is a peak-pit domain
of maximal width.
Proof. Part (a) was proved in Danilov et al. [2012]. To show part (b), we first note
that D = Dom(S) has maximal width by Proposition 2. We must prove that Dom(S)
is a peak-pit domain. Suppose D = Dom(S) is not a peak-pit domain. Then for some
triple {a, b, c} with a < b < c the restriction D{a,b,c} neither satisfies a never-top nor a
never-bottom condition. However, due to maximal width D{a,b,c} ⊇ {abc, cba}. Then,
there are four options for this restriction: {abc, cba, bac, acb}, or {abc, cba, bac, cab}, or
{abc, cba, bca, acb}, or {abc, cba, cab, bca}, among which only the second and the third
do not contain a cyclic triple. For these two remaining cases there will be two orders
x = x1 . . . xn and y = y1 . . . yn from Dom(S) such that for some positive integers k, m ∈ [n],
(i) Idk (x) ∩ {a, b, c} = {b}, and
(ii) Idm (y) ∩ {a, b, c} = {a, c}.
Let S1 = {x1 , . . . , xk } and S2 = {y1 , . . . , ym }. Then S1 ∩{a, b, c} = {b} and S2 ∩{a, b, c} =
{a, c}, which contradicts the fact that S1 , S2 ∈ S are separated.
Example 1. Let I =

S4

i=0 Ii

I0
I1
I2
I3
I4

⊆ 2[n] , where
=
=
=
=
=

{∅},
{{1}, {3}, {4}},
{{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {3, 4}},
{{1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}},
{{1, 2, 3, 4}}.

(Note that this ideal coincides with the collection of chamber sets of the arrangement in
Figure 2.) The flags contained in I are

3 → 34 → 341 → 3412
3 → 34 → 342 → 3421
4 → 43 → 431 → 4312
4 → 43 → 432 → 4321

1 → 12 → 123 → 1234
1 → 13 → 132 → 1324
1 → 13 → 134 → 1342
3 → 31 → 312 → 3124
3 → 31 → 314 → 3142
and we can see that Dom(I) = F4 .
For general domains we obtain the following result.
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Proposition 6.
(a) For each Condorcet domain D we have Dom(Id(D)) ⊇ D.
(b) For each ideal I ⊆ 2A we have Id(Dom(I)) ⊇ I.
Proof. (a) If u ∈ D, then it defines the following flag in Id(D):
∅ = Id0 (u) ⊂ Id1 (u) ⊂ . . . ⊂ Idn (u),

(4)

which will again give us u ∈ Dom(Id(D)).
(b) Let X ∈ I. Then there is a flag F = (F0 , F1 , . . . , Fn ) belonging to I such that
X = Fk for some i ∈ [n]. This means that there is an order u = a1 , . . . , an ∈ Dom(I)
such that X = {a1 , . . . , ak }. But then X = Idk (u) belongs to Id(Dom(I)). Hence I ⊆
Id(Dom(I)).
However, we cannot expect to always have equality in (a) and (b) of Proposition 6
for arbitrary domains, even if these domains are maximal Condorcet domains. Here is an
example.
Example 2. Let us consider for a counterexample the maximal never-middle Condorcet
domain D = {123, 321, 132, 231}. Its ideal I = Id(D) is
I0
I1
I2
I3

=
=
=
=

{∅},
{{1}, {2}, {3}},
{{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}},
{{1, 2, 3}}.

We see that Dom(I) ) D as Dom(I) is the universal domain L([3]). In particular, we see
that Id(D) is not separated.
The following result shows that the equality Dom(Id(D)) = D holds for maximal
peak-pit domains.
Theorem 2. (a) Let D ⊆ L(A) be a Condorcet domain of maximal width. Then D is a
peak-pit Condorcet domain if and only if its ideal Id(D) is separated. Moreover, if D is
maximal, then
Dom(Id(D)) = D.
(5)
(b) If S is a maximal collection of separated subsets, then
Id(Dom(S)) = S.

(6)

Proof. (a) If D is peak-pit, by Lemma 1 (a) we conclude that Id(D) is a separated ideal.
And, if the ideal Id(D) is separated, then by part (b) of the same lemma we conclude
that Dom(Id(D)) is a peak-pit domain. By Proposition 6(a) the latter contains D, hence
D is a peak-pit domain. If D is maximal, then Dom(Id(D)) = D which proves (5).
(b) By Proposition 4 S is an ideal. Let X ∈ S. Since S is an ideal, X belongs to
a certain flag and, hence X will belong to Id(Dom(S)). Hence S ⊆ Id(Dom(S)). By
Lemma 1 (Dom(S) is a peak-pit domain and Id(Dom(S)) is separated. But S is maximal
separated subset, hence Id(Dom(S)) = S.
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Corollary 1. A domain D is a maximal Condorcet peak-pit domain of maximal width if
and only if its ideal Id(D) is a maximal separated ideal.
Proof. Suppose Id(D) is not maximal and there is a larger separated ideal I and X ∈
I \ Id(D). Since I is an ideal, there is a flag containing in I that includes X. The linear
order corresponding to this flag is not in Id(D).
If D is not maximal, then there is a larger peak-pit Condorcet domain E ⊃ D and
there is a linear order u ∈ E \ D. This means that there is a flag containing in Id(E) but
not in Id(D). This means the latter is not maximal.
PropositionS7. Let D be a domain on the set S
of alternatives A of cardinality n. Let
I = Id(D) = nk=0 Ik be the ideal of D.Then I¯ = nk=0 I¯k , where I¯k = {[n] \ J | J ∈ In−k ,
is the ideal of the flipped domain D̄.
The proof is straightforward.
Example 3. We see that the flipped domain F̄4 of F4 has the ideal (see Figure 3)
(F̄4 )0
(F̄4 )1
(F̄4 )2
(F̄4 )3
(F̄4 )4

=
=
=
=
=

{∅},
{{1}, {2}, {4}},
{{1, 2}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}},
{{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {2, 3, 4}},
{{1, 2, 3, 4}}.

Hence this flipped F4 is isomorphic to F4 itself via σ(i) = 5 − i.

Figure 3: Arrangement of pseudolines for F̄4 .

2.4

Some important consequences

Now that we know the equivalence of classes of equivalent reduced decompositions, arrangements of pseudolines, and Condorcet domains of maximal width, we can derive some
important consequences.
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Theorem 3. Any maximal peak-pit domain D ⊆ L([n]) of maximal width is directly
connected.
Proof. Firstly, we need to prove semi-connectedness. We know that D = Dom(C(a)) for
some arrangement of n pseudolines a. Let (i1 , . . . , ip ) where p = 21 n(n − 1) be any reduced
decomposition from the equivalence class of reduced decompositions corresponding to a.
Then as we know
ē = esi1 . . . sip ,
This means that e can be transformed into ē by performing transpositions si1 , . . . , sip
which means that D is semi-connected.
To prove the direct connectedness of D, we need to use that the graph GD is a median
graph. By contradiction, assume that D is not directly connected; then, there exist
two vertices u, v ∈ GD such that [u, v]D = {u, v} but u and v are not neighbors in the
permutahedron. In such a case, for any third linear order w ∈ D the median m =
m(w, u, v) must be equal to u or to v since it lies at the intersection of shortest paths
from u to v, from u to w and from v to w.
Since u and v are not neighbours in the permutahedron we have two distinct pairs of
alternatives (a, b) and (c, d) such that a >u b and c >u d but b >v a and d >v c. Since
D is semi-connected, there is a shortest path P ⊆ D that connects e and ē. Then there
must be a linear order w on this path such that either a >w b and d >w c or b >w a and
c >w d. Without loss of generality, suppose the former. Then the majority relation for
u, v, w must be m ∈ {u, v}. But we have a >m b and d >m c. So m 6= u and m 6= v, a
contradiction.
The condition of maximality in Theorem 3 cannot be dropped as we can see from the
following example.
Example 4. Let A = {a, b, c, d} and
N = {bN{a,b,c} 1, bN{a,b,d} 3, cN{a,c,d} 1, cN{b,c,d} 3}.
It is easily verified that D(N ) = {abcd, dcba}, which is a peak-pit domain with maximal
width; evidently, it is not connected.
Corollary 2. Any maximal peak-pit Condorcet domain D of maximal width is copious.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 3. Let {i, j, k} ⊆ [n] such that i < j < k.
Then the restriction D{i,j,k} onto this subset will contain ijk and kji (as D is of maximal
width) and will be semi-connected, thus the restriction must contain at least two other
linear orders.
Theorem 4. Let D be a maximal peak-pit Condorcet domain on n alternatives of maximal
width. Then


n+1
|Id(D)| =
+ 1.
2
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Proof. Since any two pseudolines cross exactly once, we have n+1
vertices in the corre2
sponding arrangement of pseudolines. Each of them adds an additional chamber set.
In the next section, we will see that maximal peak-pit domains of maximal width can
have quite different sizes. It is quite remarkable that the size of their ideals is constant.

3

Classification of maximal peak-pit Condorcet domains of maximal width

We formulate the following lemmas for the chamber sets of arrangements of pseudolines
but due to Theorem 1 they are applicable to any maximal separated ideal.
Lemma 2. In each row of chamber sets of an arrangement of pseudolines the chambers
are situated in the lexicographically increasing order from left to right.
Proof. Any two neighboring chambers have a common vertex in common. At this vertex
for some i < j lines i and j cross and an inversion happens, i.e., line i from being above
line j goes under line j. Hence the chamber X ∪ {i} will have its right neighbor X ∪ {j}
which is lexicographically larger.
S
Lemma 3. Let C(a) = ni=0 Ii be an ideal of an arrangements of pseudolines a. If for
some X ∈ Ik−1 the sets X ∪ {i} ∈ Ik and X ∪ {j} ∈ Ik , then
X ∪ {i, j} ∈ Ik+1
if and only if X ∪ {i} ∈ Ik and X ∪ {j} ∈ Ik are neighbours in Ik .
Proof. If X ∪ {i} and X ∪ {j} are neighbours, this means lines i and j cross here making
a vertex. Below this vertex we will have set X ∪ {i, j}.
We will now demonstrate the power of the theory developed above by showing how to
classify maximal peak-pit Condorcet domains of maximal width for n = 4 and n = 5.

3.1

Classification of maximal peak-pit Condorcet domains of
maximal width for n = 4

Due to Theorem 2 and Corollary 1, it is sufficient to classify maximal separated ideals in
2[4] . By Proposition 2 such an ideal will always contain sets
∅, {1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {3, 4}, {4}.

(7)

By Theorem 4 the cardinality of a maximal separated ideal is 11, so only three other sets
can be added to (7). Some choices may preclude some other ones. Let us list incompatible
pairs of sets (omitting curly brackets around sets):
(2, 13), (2, 14), (2, 134), (3, 14), (3, 24), (3, 124),
(13, 24), (23, 14), (24, 134), (23, 134), (23, 124).
We have the following choices:
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• The ideal has four singletons. I1 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}}. In this case we can
add only {2, 3} in I2 and after inclusion of it I becomes maximal. Thus, the ideal is
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4

=
=
=
=
=

{∅},
{{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}},
{{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}},
{{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}},
{{1, 2, 3, 4}}.

This is the ideal of a maximal single-peaked domain on four alternatives:
SP4 = {1234, 2134, 2314, 3214, 2341, 3241, 3421, 4321},
whose median graph is presented on Figure 4.

•
1234

•
2134

2341
•

3241
•

•
2314

•
3214

3421
•

4321
•

Figure 4: Graph of the single-peaked domain SP4 on four alternatives
Since no sets can be added to I3 this is the only domain with four singletons in I1 .6
• The ideal has three singletons. Because of the isomorphism σ(i) = 5 − i, we
may assume without loss of generality that I1 = {{1}, {2}, {4}}. As {2} belongs to
the ideal, at level 2 we cannot have {1, 3} or {1, 4}, nor {1, 3, 4} at level 3. However,
by Lemma 3 we must include {1, 2}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}; for the remaining 11th set we
are left with two choices:
(a) include {2, 3} or
(b) include {1, 2, 4}.
The case (b), as we saw, leads to Fishburn’s domain F̄4 and in case (a) we have the
6

Having all singletons present means that the domain is minimally rich in the sense of Puppe [2018]
who showed that the single-peaked domain is in fact the only semi-connected Condorcet domain with
that property.
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ideal
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4

=
=
=
=
=

{∅},
{{1}, {2}, {4}},
{{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}},
{{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}},
{{1, 2, 3, 4}}.

which gives us the single-crossing domain
SC4 = {1234, 2134, 2314, 2341, 2431, 4231, 4321}.
•
1234

•
2134

•
2314

•
2341

•
2431

•
4231

•
4321

Figure 5: Graph of single-crossing domain SC4 on four alternatives
• The ideal has two singletons. We claim that up to a flip-isomorphism this
case has already been dealt with. Indeed, the flip-isomorphic domain has as many
singletons as the number of sets in I3 . If this level also has two sets, then by
Theorem 4 we should have five sets out of six possible at level 2. However, the sets
in pairs (13, 24), (23, 14) are incompatible, hence this case is impossible.

Theorem 5. Up to an isomorphism and flip-isomorphism there exist only three maximal
peak-pit Condorcet domains of maximal width: the single-crossing, the single-peaked and
the Fishburn domains.

3.2

Classification of maximal peak-pit Condorcet domains of
maximal width for n = 5

By our preceding analysis, we know that the ideal of any maximal peak-pit domain of
maximal width on a set of n = 5 alternatives has cardinality 16 and will include the
following 10 sets:
∅, {1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}, {4, 5}, {5}.
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A singleton {i} is not compatible with any set containing {j, k} with j < i < k but not
i. Also, the following pairs and triples of alternatives are incompatible:
(1, 3) is incompatible with (2, 4), (2, 5) and
(1, 4) is incompatible with (2, 5),(3, 5) and
(1, 5) is incompatible with (2, 3), (3, 4), and (2, 4),
(2, 4) is incompatible with (1, 3) and (3, 5) and
(2, 5) is incompatible with (1, 3), (1, 4) and (3, 4),
(3, 5) is incompatible with (1, 4) and (2, 4) and

(2, 4, 5);
(2, 3, 5);
(2, 3, 4);
(1, 3, 5);
(1, 3, 4);
(1, 2, 4).

The following observation will simplify the classification.
Lemma 4. Let D be a maximal
S peak-pit domain of maximal width over five alternatives
such that its ideal I(D) = 5i=0 Ii contains exactly two singletons in I1 . Then I4 must
contains at least three sets.
Proof. Suppose the ideal of D has two singletons in I1 . Then I1 = {{1}, {5}} and by
Lemma 3, I2 contains the set {1, 5}. Hence there must be a flag containing {1, 5}. The
set of cardinality four from this flag belongs to I4 and it is different from {1, 2, 3, 4} and
{2, 3, 4, 5} which are always in I4 due to maximal width. Hence I4 contains at least three
sets.
Corollary 3. Any peak-pit Condorcet domain of maximal width is isomorphic or flipisomorphic to a peak-pit domain of maximal width whose ideal contains at least three
singletons.
Proof. By Lemma 4 and Proposition 7 if a domain has two singletons, then its flipped
domain contains at least three.
I. Five singletons. Suppose we have a maximal ideal I such that I1 contains all five
singletons.
Domain 1. By Lemma 3 all other options are forced and we cannot add anything
anywhere:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.
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This is the single-peaked domain. It contains 16 linear orders and is characterized by zero
‘inversion triples’ (cf. Galambos and Reiner [2008]).
II. Four singletons. Suppose we have a maximal ideal I such that I1 contains four
singletons. Then, up to an isomorphism, we have either I1 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {5}} or
I1 = {{1}, {2}, {4}, {5}}.
Domain 2. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {5}}. Lemma 3 forces us to choosing {2, 3}, {3, 5}
to I2 . If no other sets are added to I2 , we must, again by Lemma 3, add {2, 3, 5} to I3
and {1, 2, 3, 5} to I4 . The resulting ideal is maximal since it contains 16 sets:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {3}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

The corresponding domain contains 19 linear orders and is defined by the following inversion triples:
[1, 4, 5], [2, 4, 5], [3, 4, 5].
Domain 3. I1 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {5}}. Unlike with Domain 2, we can add {3, 4} at
level 2 which will force us to replace {2, 3, 5} with {2, 3, 4} and will preclude {1, 2, 3, 5}
at level 4:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {3}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This ideal generates a domain containing 14 linear orders which is defined by a single
inversion triple:
[3, 4, 5].
Domain 4. I1 = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {5}}. Also, instead of {3, 4}, as in Domain 3, we can
add {2, 3, 4} and {2, 3, 5} to I3 . This also precludes {1, 2, 3, 5} at level 4. Then,
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {3}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.
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This domain contains 15 linear orders and is defined by the inversion triples:
[2, 4, 5], [3, 4, 5].
Domain 5. Now let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {4}, {5}}. This and Lemma 3 forces us to
choosing {2, 4} to I2 , {1, 2, 4} and {2, 4, 5} to I3 , and {1, 2, 4, 5} to I4 . The resulting ideal
is already maximal since it contains 16 sets.
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {4}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 4}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This is one of two Fishburn’s domains. It contains 20 linear orders and is defined by the
inversion triples:
[1, 3, 4], [1, 3, 5], [2, 3, 4], [2, 3, 5].
With the same level 1, we can either add {2, 3} and/or {3, 4} to I2 , and/or add {2, 3, 4}
to I3 . We note that adding {3, 4} will give us a domain isomorphic to that when we add
{2, 3}.
Domain 6. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {4}, {5}} and adding {2, 3} to I2 in addition to those
that are forced by Lemma 3. Then
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {4}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain contains 15 linear orders defined by the inversion triples:
[2, 3, 4], [2, 3, 5].
Domain 7. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {4}, {5}} and adding both {2, 3} and {3, 4} to I2 :
Then
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {4}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 4}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.
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This domain contains 14 linear orders and is defined by a single inversion triple:
[2, 3, 4].
Domain 8. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {4}, {5}} and adding {2, 3, 4} to I3 . Then
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {4}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 4}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain contains 16 linear orders defined by the inversion triples:
[1, 3, 4], [2, 3, 4], [2, 3, 5].
It will be useful to have the following statement for future reference.
Lemma 5. If an ideal I has |I4 | ≥ 4, then the corresponding domain is flip-isomorphic
to one of the domains 2–8.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 7.
III. Three singletons. Suppose we have a maximal ideal I such that I1 contains three
singletons. Then, up to an isomorphism, we have either I1 = {{1}, {2}, {5}} or I1 =
{{1}, {3}, {5}}. Let us consider the first case.
Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {5}} and I2 = {{1, 2}, {2, 5}, {4, 5}} which is the minimum required by Lemma 3. Then, if we do not add anything to I2 and I3 , then it is easy to
see that we will have four elements in I4 and thus this case is flip-isomorphic to cases
considered already by Lemma 5.
Let us start with additions to level 2. The pairs that are compatible with I1 and may
be included are:
{2, 3}, {2, 4}, {3, 5}.
However we note that {2, 4} and {3, 5} are mutually incompatible.
Domain 9. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {5}} and we add only {2, 3}. Then everything is
determined:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 5}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.
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This domain contains 16 linear orders and is defined by the inversion triples:
[1, 4, 5], [2, 3, 4], [2, 3, 5], [2, 4, 5], [3, 4, 5].
Domain 10. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {5}} and we add only {2, 4}. Then by Lemma 3
everything else is determined:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 4}, {2, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain contains 17 linear orders and is defined by the inversion triples:
[1, 3, 4], [1, 3, 5], [2, 3, 4], [2, 3, 5], [2, 4, 5].
Domain 11. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {5}} and we add both {2, 3} and {2, 4}. Then by
Lemma 3 everything is determined:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 4}, {2, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain contains 12 linear orders and is defined by the inversion triples:
[2, 3, 4], [2, 3, 5], [2, 4, 5].
Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {5}} and we add only {3, 5}. Then everything is determined:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 5}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 5}, {2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain is flip-isomorphic to Domain 9.
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Domain 12. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {5}} and we add both {2, 3} and {3, 5}. Then:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 5}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain contains 16 linear orders and is defined by the inversion triples:
[1, 4, 5], [2, 3, 5], [2, 4, 5], [3, 4, 5].
Now let us start adding triples as well. The triples that are compatible are {1, 2, 4},
{2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5}. We note that {1, 2, 4} is incompatible with {2, 3} and {3, 5} and we
have already added it with {2, 4}. If we add it alone, then
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {1, 2, 5}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

From I4 we observe that this domain is flip-isomorphic to the one whose ideal has I1 =
{{1}, {3}, {5}}. It will be flip-isomorphic to Domain 16 below.
We can also add {2, 3, 4} but not alone as it is incompatible with {1, 5}.
Domain 13. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {5}} and we add both {2, 3} and {2, 3, 4}. Then
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain contains 12 linear orders and is defined by the inversion triples:
[2, 3, 4], [2, 3, 5], [2, 4, 5], [3, 4, 5].
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Domain 14. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {5}} and we add both {2, 4}, {2, 3, 4}. Then
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 4}, {2, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 2, 4}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 4, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain contains 12 linear orders and is defined by the inversion triples:
[1, 3, 4], [2, 3, 4], [2, 3, 5], [2, 4, 5].
Domain 15. Let I1 = {{1}, {2}, {5}} and we add {2, 3}, {3, 5} and {2, 3, 4}. Then
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {2}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {2, 5}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

It contains 11 linear orders and is defined by the inversion triples:
[2, 3, 5], [2, 4, 5], [3, 4, 5].
This is a single-crossing domain.
As for {2, 3, 5}, we added it with {2, 3} and {3, 5} and it is not compatible with {2, 4}.
We can add it alone but this will be flip-isomorphic to Domain 12.
Alternatively, we can start with I1 = {{1}, {3}, {5}}. We will then have to select
{1, 3}, {3, 5} into I2 due to Lemma 3. If we add nothing else, then:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {3}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 5}, {1, 3, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This is one of Fishburn’s domains, it is flip-isomorphic to Domain 5.
We can then add pairs or triples. Only the pairs {2, 3},{3, 4}, and the triples {2, 3, 4},
{1, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5} are compatible to {1, 3}, {3, 5}. However, {1, 3, 4} and {2, 3} and also
{2, 3, 5} are incompatible.
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Domain 16. Let I1 = {{1}, {3}, {5}} and we add {2, 3} to I2 and nothing else This
would be isomorphic to adding {3, 4}. Then:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {3}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 2, 3, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain contains 17 linear orders and is defined by the inversion triples:
[1, 2, 3], [1, 4, 5], [2, 4, 5], [3, 4, 5].
Domain 17. Let I1 = {{1}, {3}, {5}} and we add {2, 3} and {3, 4}. Then:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {3}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {3, 4}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain contains 12 linear orders and is defined by the inversion triples:
[1, 2, 3], [3, 4, 5].
Domain 18. Let I1 = {{1}, {3}, {5}} and we add {2, 3} and {2, 3, 4}, which would
be isomorphic to adding {3, 4} and {2, 3, 4}. Then:
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {3}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {2, 3}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}}
= {{1, 2, 3}, {2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain contains 12 linear orders with the inversion triple:
[1, 2, 3], [2, 4, 5], [3, 4, 5].
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We are left with the case when I1 = {{1}, {3}, {5}} and we are adding {1, 3, 4} to I2 ,
then
I0
I1
I2
I3
I4
I5

= {∅},
= {{1}, {3}, {5}},
= {{1, 2}, {1, 3}, {3, 5}, {4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3}, {1, 3, 4}, {1, 3, 5}, {3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4}, {1, 3, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}},
= {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}.

This domain is flip-isomorphic to Domain 10.
IV. Two singletons. This case is covered by Lemma 4. In such a case I4 must contains
at least 3 sets and the corresponding domains are filp-isomorphic to one of the domains
above.
Theorem 6. Up to isomorphism and flip-isomorphism, there exist exactly 18 maximal
Condorcet peak-pit domains of maximal width on a set of n = 5 alternatives.
The number of domains of different sizes is given in the following table:
Size
11 12
The number of domains 1 5

4

13 14 15 16 17 18 19
0 2 2 4 2 0 1
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Outlook and further research

In the present paper, we have shown how the notion of an ideal of a domain can be used
for the classification of peak-pit domains of maximal width. Remarkably, the calculations
in Dittrich [2018] reveal that for n = 4 all peak-pit Condorcet domains have ideals of
cardinality 11 and are directly connected regardless of whether or not they have maximal
width; for instance, the Arrow single-peaked domains identified in Slinko [2019] do not
necessarily have maximal width but still possess these properties. It thus seems worthwhile
to investigate to what extent the results of this paper hold for arbitrary maximal peak-pit
Condorcet domains.
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Appendix
Here is the list of the linear orders in each of the 18 maximal peak-pit domains of maximal
width for n = 5:
Domain 1 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 23415, 23451, 32145, 32415, 32451, 34215, 34251,
34521, 43215, 43251, 43521, 45321, 54321;
Domain 2 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 32145, 35421, 53421, 54321, 23514, 32514, 35214,
53214, 23541, 32541, 35241, 53241, 12354, 21354, 23154, 32154;
Domain 3 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 32145, 35421, 53421, 54321, 23415, 23451, 32415,
32451, 34215, 34251, 34521;
Domain 4 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 32145, 35421, 53421, 54321, 23415, 23451, 32415,
32451, 23541, 32541, 35241, 53241;
Domain 5 : 12345, 12435, 12453, 21345, 21435, 21453, 24135, 24153, 24513, 24531,
42153, 42135, 42513, 42531, 45213, 45231, 45321, 54213, 54231, 54321;
Domain 6 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 23415, 23451, 24315, 24351, 42315, 42351, 45321,
54321, 24531, 42531, 45231, 54231;
Domain 7 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 23415, 23451, 24315, 24351, 42315, 42351, 45321,
54321, 43215, 43251, 43521;
Domain 8 : 12345, 12435, 21345, 21435, 24135, 24531, 42135, 42531, 45231, 45321,
54231, 54321, 24315, 24351, 42315, 42351;
Domain 9 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 25431, 52431, 54231, 54321, 23541, 25341, 52341,
12354, 21354, 23154, 23514, 25314, 52314;
Domain 10 : 12345, 12435, 21345, 21435, 25431, 52431, 54231, 54321, 12453, 21453,
25413, 52413, 54213, 24135, 24153, 24513, 24531;
Domain 11 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 25431, 52431, 54231, 54321, 24315, 24351, 24531,
23415, 23451;
Domain 12 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 23541, 25341, 52341, 53241, 53421, 54321, 12354,
21354, 23154, 23514, 25314, 52314, 53214;
Domain 13 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 25431, 52431, 54231, 54321, 23415, 23451, 23541,
25341, 52341;
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Domain 14 : 12345, 12435, 21345, 21435, 25431, 52431, 54231, 54321, 24135, 24531,
24315, 24351;
Domain 15 : 12345, 21345, 23145, 23541, 25341, 52341, 53241, 53421, 54321, 23415,
23451;
Domain 16 : 12345, 12354, 13245, 13254, 31245, 31254, 32145, 32154, 32514, 32541,
35214, 35241, 35421, 53214, 53241, 53421, 54321;
Domain 17 : 12345, 13245, 31245, 32145, 32415, 32451, 35421, 53421, 54321, 34215,
34251, 34521;
Domain 18 : 12345, 13245, 31245, 32145, 32415, 32451, 35421, 53421, 54321, 32541,
35241, 53241.
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